
1 Spell independence. 1 i-n-d-e-p-e-n-d-e-n-c-e

2 Spell vacuum. 2 v-a-c-u-u-m

3
From which Latin root do we derive the words 

"generic" and "congenital"?  
3 genus

4 What does the Greek root "pathos" mean? 4 suffering, feeling

5
In God Sees the Truth but Waits, how was Ivan's 

upcoming trouble foreshadowed?
5 by his wife's dream

6
Why should writers complete an outline before 

writing a paragraph or paper?
6

An outline will help the writer keep to 

the topic and discourage the adding of 

unnecessary information.

7
What type of modifier is a word or phrase that modifies a 

word not clearly stated in the sentence.
7 dangling modifier

8
What word or words in the following sentence need to be changed 

in order to maintain parallel construction?  "Mary likes hiking, 

swimming, and to ride a bicycle."
8

"to ride a bicycle" should be 

"riding a bicycle"

9
In Pride and Prejudice , what is the name of the clergyman who is self-

absorbed and overly ceremonious in all that he does?
9 Mr. Collins

10
Where do you put commas, periods, question marks, and 

exclamation points after a direct quotation?
10 inside the quotation marks

11
The line:  "As I learn from you, I guess you learn from me — although you’re 

older — and white — and somewhat more free" is found in what poem by 

Harlem Renaissance poet Langston Hughes? 
11 Theme for English B

12
What poetic device is used in the following example? "…and sings a 

solitary song that whistles in the wind."  

~William Wordsworth
12 alliteration

13
In Anton Chekhov’s short story "The Bet," what topic of 

conversation causes the bet to be made?
13

a comparison of the death 

penalty and life imprisonment

14
In Animal Farm,  one of the main commandments of the animals is 

"All animals are equal." How does this commandment change by the 

end of the novella?
14

The commandment changes to "All animals 

are equal, but some animals are more equal 

than others."

15
In Twelfth Night,  which character says, "If music be 

the food of love, play on"? 
15 Duke Orsino

16 What is personification? 16
giving an inanimate object 

human characteristics

17
Why does E.B. White come to see his pig as more 

than just a meal ticket? 
17

He cares for the pig when it is sick 

and wants it to get better.
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18
What does Dylan Thomas mean in his poem when he tells 

his father, "Do not go gentle into that good night?" 
18 Do not give in easily to death.

19 What does "faux pas" mean? 19
a social blunder 

(literally "false step")

20 What does "coup d’état" mean? 20
overthrow of a government 

by a group

21
What phrase was added to the Pledge of Alliance in the 

1950's as a stand against communism?
21 "...under God"

22
What Supreme Court decision made school 

segregation illegal?
22 Brown v. Board of Education

23 What are the three branches of the US government? 23
legislative, executive, and 

judicial

24
What court decides on the constitutionality of US law, and 

how many justices are on that court?
24

US Supreme Court; nine 

justices

25
In South Africa, the practice of segregation was 

called _________?
25 apartheid

26
Who received the Nobel Peace Prize for his efforts to 

end the Vietnam War? 
26 Henry Kissinger

27
What 1960's crisis brought the US and Soviet Union 

to the brink of nuclear war?
27 Cuban Missile Crisis

28
Who was the first African American justice on the 

Supreme Court?
28 Thurgood Marshall

29
Operation _____________________ was conducted to end 

the Iraqi occupation of Kuwait.
29 Desert Storm

30
What minority religious group in India feared second-class 

citizenship when India was freed from British control?
30 Muslims

31
Originally an organization that worked for Irish freedom, what 

group used terrorist tactics in its fight to unite Ireland?
31 IRA (Irish Republican Army)

32
César Chávez’s boycott of this product brought the United 

Farm Workers Union to national prominence.
32 grapes

33
What natural resource caused world-wide interest in 

the Middle East?
33 oil

34
Name the general removed from command during 

the Korean War by President Truman.
34 General Douglas MacArthur

35
What French base did the Vietnamese overwhelm in 

Vietnam?
35 Dien Bien Phu
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36
What incident occurred in 1960 that cooled US/Soviet relations and 

led Khrushchev to cancel the arms reduction summit?
36 The U-2 Incident

37
A break-in at the Democratic National Committee’s headquarters, which was 

funded by President Nixon’s Committee to Re-Elect the President, was known 

as the ____________.
37 Watergate Scandal

38
Gandhi, one of the most famous men of the 20th 

Century, believed in what form of protest?
38

passive resistance or 

nonviolent protest

39
Organized in 1968, this organization called for a renewal of 

American Indian culture and recognition of the rights of Indians.
39

AIM or American Indian 

Movement

40
What name was given to bus riders attempting to 

end segregation on interstate buses?
40 Freedom Riders

41
What is the product of the square root of 25 and the 

square root of 64?
41 5 x 8 = 40

42 What is the formula for the Pythagorean Theorem? 42

43
To what specific geometric figure does the 

Pythagorean Theorem relate? 
43 a right triangle

44 How many dimensions does a geometric solid have? 44 three

45
What is the probability of rolling a seven on a pair of 

dice?
45         or

46 What is the absolute value of 300 – 1000? 46 700

47 What is the area of a parallelogram? 47
A = bh

(Area = base x height)

48 What is the definition of median? 48
the middle measurement in a 

set of numbers

49 What is the definition of mean? 49
the average of the 

measurements

50 What is the definition of mode? 50
the most frequent measurement 

in a set of numbers

51 How do you divide by a fraction? 51 multiply by the reciprocal

52 What is the sum of complementary angles?  52 Complementary = 90˚

53 What is the sum of supplementary angles? 53 Supplementary = 180˚
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54 What is the slope of a horizontal line? 54 0

55 What is the slope of a vertical line? 55
A vertical line has no slope.  It 

is undefined.

56
The early Greek theory of matter proposed which 

four elements?
56 fire, water, air, earth

57
Who proposed that everything is made of atoms and 

nothing else?
57 Democritus

58
Who revived the theory of the atom in the late 

1700's?
58 John Dalton

59
How did Niels [neels] Bohr propose that electrons 

move?
59

in circular orbits around the 

nucleus

60
What are the three main regions of elements on the 

periodic table?
60 metals, nonmetals, metalloids

61 Which group of elements are chemically stable? 61 noble gases

62 What are valence electrons? 62
outermost electrons of an 

atom

63 What type of chemical bond shares electrons? 63 covalent

64 What type of chemical bond transfers electrons? 64 ionic

65 What type of chemical bond pools electrons? 65 metallic

66
What type of chemical reaction combines 

substances?
66 synthesis

67
What type of chemical reaction combines a 

substance with oxygen?
67 combustion

68
What type of chemical reaction absorbs thermal 

energy?
68 endothermic

69 What is activation energy? 69
energy required to start a 

chemical reaction

70 What is a catalyst? 70
substance that lowers 

activation energy

71 What are the two parts of a solution? 71 solvent, solute
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72 What is the universal solvent? 72 water

73 What does the pH scale indicate? 73
how acidic or basic a solution 

is

74 What two factors does a habitat provide organisms? 74 biotic and abiotic

75 What is produced in photosynthesis? 75 glucose and oxygen

76
Henri Matisse, Edvard Munch, and Marc Chagall’s most famous 

works represent their subject matter in some form of __________.
76 abstraction

77
___________ is art that has no recognizable subject 

matter.
77 Nonobjective art

78
____________ is an art movement that used chance 

as a tool to probe the unconscious.
78 Surrealism

79
Surrealist artist, Salvador _________'s most famous piece that 

depicts the decay of time is The Persistence of Memory.
79 Dalí

80
Pioneered by Georges Braque and Pablo Picasso, and considered one of the 

most influential art movements of the 20th century, __________ depicts objects 

from multiple viewpoints on a single plane.
80 Cubism

81
Modern American artist Edward ________ portrays his subjects in a 

more isolated or lonely state, as in his most famous piece, 

Nighthawks .
81 Hopper

82
Modern American and Regionalist artist Grant _________ painted 

one of the most famous American paintings, American Gothic .
82 Wood

83
Georgia ____________ is best known for depicting abstract forms of 

nature such as animal bones and flowers.
83 O'Keeffe

84
Social Realist Diego Rivera's most well-known paintings are 

large frescos on walls, known as ___________.
84 murals

85
Name the Post WWII art movement that includes artists like Jackson 

Pollock, Willem de Kooning and Mark Rothko.
85 Abstract Expressionism

86
Jackson Pollock employed a style of painting that emphasized the 

physical act of painting. This style is called ________________.
86 action painting

87
Mark Rothko is best known as a pioneer of 

_________ painting. 
87 color field

88
Andy Warhol and Roy Lichtenstein are examples of artists 

belonging to the ______________ movement.
88 Pop Art
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89
Edward Steichen, Margaret Bourke-White and Ansel Adams 

use ________ as their medium of expression.
89 photography

90
The Eiffel Tower and the Empire State building are 

examples of __________________.
90 architecture

91 What is the text an opera or musical called? 91 libretto

92 Who composed the opera "The Barber of Seville"? 92 (Gioachino) Rossini

93
What American immigrant composer wrote "Blue Skies" 

and "There’s No Business Like Show Business"?
93 Irving Berlin

94
What is the name of the lyricist that is best known for his work with 

composer Richard Rodgers on musicals such as "Oklahoma"?
94 (Oscar) Hammerstein (II)

95
Piano, mezzo forte, and fortissimo are all examples 

of what?
95 dynamics

96
"I Feel Pretty" is a song from what Broadway 

musical?
96 West Side Story

97
What Italian musical term means gradually slow 

down?
97

Ritardando 

(also ritard or rit. )

98
What composer wrote "Yankee Doodle Dandy" and 

"Give My Regards to Broadway"?
98 (George M.) Cohan

99
What Italian term is used to articulate crisp, distinct 

notes? 
99 staccato

100
What is the story-telling or narration part of an opera 

called? 
100 recitative
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